We discuss the thermodynamics of closed quantum systems driven out of equilibrium by a change in a control parameter and undergoing a unitary process. We compare the work actually done on the system with the one that would be performed along ideal adiabatic and isothermal transformations. The comparison with the latter leads to the introduction of irreversible work, while that with the former leads to the introduction of inner friction. We show that these two quantities can be treated on equal footing, as both can be linked with the heat exchanged in thermalization processes and both can be expressed as relative entropies. Furthermore, we show that a specific fluctuation relation for the entropy production associated with the inner friction exists, which allows the inner friction to be written in terms of its cumulants.
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PACS numbers: 05.70. Ln, With the increasing ability to manufacture and control microscopic systems, we are approaching the limit where quantum fluctuations, as well as thermal ones, become important when trying to put nanomachines and quantum engines to useful purposes [1, 2] . To discuss engines performances, e.g. for heat-to-work conversion, one typically starts by considering reversible transformations that drive the system from an equilibrium configuration to another one. However, if the system is pushed faster than the thermalization time, such transformations are irreversible, and can lead outside the manifold of equilibrium states [3] [4] [5] . Nonetheless, these processes are of interest as the reversible protocols, despite enjoying very good efficiencies, give rise to very small output powers [6] . The irreversibility of a process is hence related both to better performances and to lack of control, leading to entropy production [7] .
To analyze irreversibility and entropy production in the quantum realm, we consider a system initially kept in equilibrium and subject to a finite time adiabatic transformation. While its initial state is prepared by keeping it in contact with a thermal bath, the system is then thermally isolated and subject to a parametric change of its Hamiltonian from an initial
The process is defined by the time variation of the work parameter λ(t), changing from λ(t = 0) = λ i to λ(τ ) = λ f .
The work w performed on the system during such a process is a stochastic variable with an associated probability density p(w) [4, 8, 9] , which can be reconstructed experimentally [10, 11] through the characteristic function [12] . The fluctuations of work are constrained by the 
The empty blue one, instead, is the state at time τ , ρτ = U (τ, 0)ρiU † (τ, 0).
Jarzynski relation [8]
where β i ≡ β B is the initial inverse temperature, while
is the free energy difference between two equilibrium configurations (at the same temperature) corresponding to the initial and final Hamiltonian. This fluctuation relation encodes the full nonlinear response of a system to a time-dependent change of its Hamiltonian. Through the use of the Jensen's inequality, this relation implies that w ≥ ∆F . This, in turn, leads to the introduction of the so called average irreversible work [13] , w irr = w − ∆F ≥ 0 . Loosely speaking, w irr gives a measure of the irreversibility introduced in performing the unitary transformation U (τ, 0) generated by the Hamiltonian H[λ(t)] between t = 0 and t = τ . The situation is sketched in Fig. (1) , where the point i corresponds to the initial state ρ i = e −βiHi /Z[λ i , β i ], while the point τ corresponds to the state ρ τ = U (τ, 0)ρ i U † (τ, 0). Notice that this latter point does not lay on the manifold of equilibrium states (it could do so only in the limit τ → ∞, in which the transformation would become quasi-static).
It has been shown in Ref. [14] that w irr is given by the distance between the actual final state ρ τ and the (hypothetical) equilibrium state ρ B = e −β B H f /Z(B), evaluated through the quantum relative entropy (or quantum Kullback-Leibler divergence)
The irreversible work has been used to learn about the amount of irreversibility of a given process in a variety of cases, ranging from simple harmonic systems [15] , to spin chains [16, 17] , and ultra-cold gases [18] . By using the definition of free energy, F = U − T S, where U = tr {ρH} is the internal energy, while S denotes the thermodynamic entropy (here evaluated as S = − tr {ρ ln ρ} for equilibrium states, at points i, A and B), one can show that w irr is related to the (average) heat required to let the system thermalize, starting from the state ρ τ , by keeping it in contact with a heat bath at temperature T B = β −1 B (see also [17] ):
where Q th τ →B = tr {(ρ B − ρ τ )H f } is the energy taken by the system in the thermalization process leading it from the state ρ τ to ρ B [19] . Thus, the irreversible work is both related to i) energy flow (heat) and entropy change when returning to the isothermal branch i → B we had left because of the unitary driving U (τ, 0), and ii) to the distance between the equilibrium state ρ B and the actual one, ρ τ .
Inner friction.-On the other hand, in the context of finite time thermodynamics, one is often led to compare the i → τ process with the reversible adiabatic transformation i → A (rather than with the isothermal i → B). Indeed, adiabatic transformations enter the Carnot and the Otto cycles and have been, therefore, largely studied and discussed so far [20] . In particular, when analyzing finite time adiabatic transformations, performed on thermally isolated quantum systems, it is quite natural to introduce the concept of inner friction, defined as the difference between the actual work performed on the system and the ideal one, done along an ideal reversible adiabatic transformation [21] [22] [23] [24] . This difference comes in when the system is unable to adiabatically follow the control protocol, typically because of some (inner or intrinsic) degrees of freedom do not commute with the control Hamiltonian.
As is the case for the irreversible work, we will show that inner friction too is related to a distance between the states attained through the hypothetical reversible and the actual unitary transformations, respectively. Furthermore, we will show that inner friction (and, in particular, the entropy production associated to it) can be described through a stochastic variable fulfilling a thermodynamic fluctuation relation.
Explicitly, in a reversible and quasi-static adiabatic transformation, the energy levels of the system experience a change as H[λ i ] is slowly modified into H[λ f ], but the occupation probabilities of these levels stay the same (we assume that no level crossing occurs), so that, for every eigenstate ε (f ) m of H f , the (constant) population is still given by the initial value P (i)
m as λ(t) goes from λ i to λ f , this implies that also temperature has changed. Its final value is such that P
The requirements for a reversible adiabatic process are indeed very tight as this relation has to hold for any adiabatically evolved eigenstate; that is, for every m. This, in turn, implies that all energy gaps of the system have to change by the ratio β i /β A [25] .
Under such conditions, the work performed on the i → A transformation is given by
This is, once again, different from the average work performed during the actual (unitary and finite-time) process i → τ . The difference between the two,
has been called inner friction as it is due to unwanted transitions that one would typically associate with heat. Indeed, by its definition and as discussed in details below, the inner friction is precisely the 'excess heat' the system has taken and that it would release to the environment if thermalizing at inverse temperature β A . We now show that, similarly to Eq. (2) for the irreversible work, w f ric is given by the distance between the actual final state ρ τ and the (hypothetical) equilibrium state ρ A = e −β A H f /Z(A), evaluated through the quantum relative entropy
Indeed, by eq. (4), one gets
while
where we used P
m . These two relations, taken together, demonstrate Eq. (6) .
Being given by a relative entropy, w f ric is thus always greater than zero by the Klein's inequality, [26] .
Furthermore, similarly to what has been done in Ref. [14] , one can find a better (geometric) lower bound expressed in terms of the finite Bures length:
where, for any two density operators, L is given in terms of the fidelity F between those states, L(ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) = arccos{ F (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) }, with
The inner friction is hence bounded from below by the geometric distance between the actual density operator ρ τ at the end of the process and the corresponding equilibrium operator ρ A , as measured by the Bures angle L.
This gives a precise meaning to the idea that, when performing an adiabatic transformation in a finite time, the amount of work that 'gets lost' is larger when the system is brought far and far away from equilibrium.
Going back to the thermalization process τ → A, we have that the average heat taken by the system to thermalize at
A is given by
which easily compares with the analogous expression for Q th τ →A reported in Eq. (3), as S i = S A for an adiabatic process.
The heat exchange in a thermalization process is a quantity of fundamental interest as, through the Landauer principle, it is linked to information processing, storing and erasing protocols, as well as the informationto-energy conversion, [27] . Indeed, attention has been given to this subject extensively in the literature [28] as any attempt at exploring the fundamental energetic limits of information processing would need to measure such an heat.
Comparing the definitions of the two average heat exchanges, one obtains Q th τ →A − Q th τ →B = U A − U B , which gives an explicit relation between irreversible work and inner friction: (11) or, stated differently, w irr + F B + T B S i = w f ric + F A + T A S i , [29] .
Fluctuation relation.-For a reversible and infinitely slow i → τ process, the actual final state ρ τ would coincide with the equilibrium state ρ A , with no net entropy change, as S i = S A . This latter equality implies that
In the actual, finite time process, instead, the entropy production is non-zero, as un-wanted transitions between adiabatic energy eigenstates may occur, as signalled by w f ric . We can fully characterize the entropy production due to these diabatic transitions by defining an auxiliary entropic variable s, obtained (as by now usual) by a twomeasurement protocol in which energy is measured at the beginning and at the end of the process. Given the two outcomes (say ε (i) n and ε (f ) m , respectively), we can build the stochastic variable
which is distributed according to the probability density
with P
The average value of s gives s = β A tr {ρ τ H f }−β i U i , which, for a reversible quasi-static transformation, with ρ τ ≡ ρ A , would give the sought combination of internal energies: β A U A − β i U i . Furthermore, a fluctuation relation similar to Eq. (1), can be obtained:
This is a special case of a more general relation derived by Tasaki [30] , which is of particular relevance here due to its relation with w f ric . Indeed, by use of Jensen's inequality, this implies that
which shows that the average entropy production in the actual process is always larger than zero
This latter quantity is easily shown to be related to the inner friction and to the corresponding relative entropy
In analogy to what has been done by Jarzynski in Ref. [8] , where the cumulants of the distribution of the work done in the process λ i → λ f have been related to the free energy difference F B − F i , we can show that the cumulants C n of the distribution of the variable s are related to the combination of free energies
Finally, this implies that the inner friction can be expressed as a combination of the cumulants of order larger than 2
where
is the skewness and so on.
Discussion.-We have shown that it is meaningful to consider the closeness to an ideal adiabatic transformation of an actual unitary evolution of a generic quantum system, driven out of equilibrium by changing in time a work parameter λ entering its Hamiltonian. The comparison of the work done on the system in the two cases naturally leads to the concept of inner friction, which is related to the heat the system would release to a thermal bath, if thermalizing at the final temperature β
−1
A . Inner friction also comes out naturally when considering the statistics of the entropy irreversibly produced during the actual process, which satisfies a fluctuation relation analogous to the Jarzynski equality. Indeed, the average excess entropy, produced due to the irreversible nature of the actual process, precisely coincides with the inner friction (divided by the final temperature), which, therefore, can be expressed as a cumulant series.
Inner friction has been previously considered in the literature through simple microscopic models of thermal engines, where the working substance is composed of interacting spin-dimers [22] or of an harmonic oscillator [32] . In the former, the friction comes from interaction; in the latter it comes from the intrinsic non-commutativity at different times of the oscillator Hamiltonian whose frequency is being varied. Further irreversible sources of noise/friction can be added artificially to the oscillator, such as frequency-or phase-noise [33] .
Strategies against inner friction have been considered mainly under the generic names 'shortcuts to adiabaticity' [34] (where control sequences λ(t) are designed such that the irreversibility at the end of the adiabatic branch is minimized) and 'quantum lubrication' [35] (where the coherences of ρ τ in the | (f ) basis are minimized through an additional dephasing noise, thus minimizing D(ρ τ ||ρ A ) see eq. (8)).
It must be stressed though, that to the best of our knowledge, the irreversibility caused by inner friction had never been associated to a distance from an equilibrium state, nor a to any fluctuation theorem.
As a final remark, we would like to emphasize once again the assumption on which our treatment relies, namely the definition of β A . The quantum adiabatic theorem [36] guarantees that, in the absence of level crossings, a very slow transformation would lead from the initial state ρ i = Z n . We assumed this state to be a thermal equilibrium one at inverse temperature β A . As mentioned above, this is a tight requirement that cannot always be fulfilled. There are, however, relevant cases in which there is no such a problem: that of an harmonic oscillator (or of an harmonically trapped gas) and that of a two level system (or, more generally, a collection of non-interacting spins) whose frequency is parametrically changed during the process. For these systems, β A can always be defined, as well as for any other quantum system undergoing a transformation for which all of the initial energy gaps scale by the same factor. In all of these cases, our analysis is meaningful and the comparison of an actual unitary evolution with a reversible and quasi-static adiabatic transformation is well defined.
